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Abstract

This Note deals with the linearized water-wave problem involving a surface-piercing cylinder in water of infinite
A solution to this problem is proved to be unique for all values of the radian frequency when the cylinder intersecting
surface at arbitrary angles is subjected to certain geometric arrangements.To cite this article: N. Kuznetsov, C. R. Mecanique
332 (2004).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

L’unicité du problème des ondes de surface pour les corps qui intersectent la surface libre sous des angles arbitraires.
Cette Note porte sur un problème linéarisée du mouvement sur la houle d’un cylindre flottant dans une mer de profonde
L’unicité du problème est démontrée pour toutes les valeurs de la fréquence d’ondes si la forme du cylindre qui peut in
la surface libre sous d’angles arbitraires satisfait á des certaines conditions géométriques.Pour citer cet article : N. Kuznetsov,
C. R. Mecanique 332 (2004).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Inroduction

In 1950, John [1] proved the first result on uniqueness in the water-wave problem (WWP for short, i
follows). He considered surface-piercing bodies subjected to the condition now usually referred to as
condition. In the two-dimensional case it includes the following two requirements:
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(i) there is one and only one surface-piercing cylinder in the set of cylinders forming the immersed o
between the horizontal free surface and the rigid bottom;

(ii) the whole obstacle is contained within the strip between two vertical lines through the points, whe
surface-piercing contour intersects the free surface of water, outside of this strip the bottom is horizon

Much later, Simon and Ursell [2] demonstrated that if condition (i) holds, then condition (ii) can be rep
by a weaker one. Namely, if the depth is infinite, then the whole obstacle must be confined to the angular
between the lines inclined atπ/4 to the vertical and going through two points, where the surface-piercing co
intersects the free surface. If the depth is finite, then the result in [2] requires that the whole obstacle is c
to an angular domain between the lines going through the same two points and inclined at a certain ang
vertical that is smaller thanπ/4.

Further development of the linear theory of water waves (see the book [3] for an updated account of this
shown that condition (i) is essential for the uniqueness theorem to be true. This became clear when Mc
constructed an example of a nontrivial solution to the homogeneous WWP with two surface-piercing cylinde
satisfying modified (ii), but separated by a nonzero spacing. McIver’s result has increased interest in dete
conditions under which a solution is unique, but even before that, the importance of this question was emp
by Ursell, who placed it first in his list [5] of unsolved and unfinished problems in the theory of water w
In the passed few years, some progress was achieved concerning the uniqueness in the WWP in two
dimensions. However, conditions, providing uniqueness for bodies which intersect the free surface at ang
vertical greater than those obtained in [2], were not found so far. The aim of this Note is to fill in this gap, a
partially. We will be mainly concerned with the case of a surface-piercing cylinder in water of infinite dep
results for other geometries of obstacles will be also mentioned.

2. Two equivalent statements of the problem

LetW denote the cross-section of a domain occupied by an inviscid, incompressible, heavy fluid (wate
assumed thatW = R

2− \ �B, whereR
2− = {−∞ < x < +∞, y < 0} andB is a simply connected domain inR2−

attached to∂R2− and such that: (a) forS = ∂B ∩ R
2−, the closure�S is a piecewiseC2-curve without cusps; (b)�S is

not tangent to thex-axis at(±a,0) which, without loss of generality, are taken as the endpoints of�S. Thus�B is the
cross-section of the immersed part of an infinitely long cylinder floating in the water surface. If the surface
is negligible and the water motion is assumed to be irrotational, then the small-amplitude oscillations o
such that the radian frequency is equal toω are described mathematically by a complex-valued velocity pote
φ satisfying the following boundary value problem:

∇2φ = 0 inW, φy = νφ onF = {|x|> a, y = 0
}
, ∂φ/∂n= f onS (1)

φx ∓ iνφ = o(1) uniformly in y ∈ (−∞,0] as ± x → +∞ (2)

This problem must be complemented by the condition that the Dirichlet integral ofφ is locally finite. In (1),f is
a given function onS that depends on the type of problem (radiation or scattering) andν is a nonnegative spectr
parameter equal toω2/g, whereg is the acceleration due to gravity.

Since we are interested in the question of uniqueness, we putf = 0 in which case the following conditions ho
(cf. [3], Section 2.2):

φ(x, y)= O
([
x2 + y2]−1/2) and |∇φ| = O

([
x2 + y2]−1) asx2 + y2 → ∞

They imply that∫
W

|∇φ|2 dx dy <∞,

∫
F

φ2 dx <∞ (3)
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whose meaning is that the kinetic and potential energy of waves per unit length of cylinder’s generators
If the Neumann condition is homogeneous, then conditions (3) can be imposed instead of (2), and soφ can be
assumed to be real because if it were complex, then both the real and imaginary parts would separately s
problem.

Let us rewrite problem (1), (3) using the bipolar coordinates(u, v) because this leads to essential simplificati
in the proof of uniqueness. The standard way to introduce them is as follows (see, for example, [6], Secti
[7], Section 10.1):

x = a sinhu/(coshu− cosv), y = a sinv/(coshu− cosv) (4)

wherea was defined in condition (b) forS. Let us describe some properties of (4) that maps conformallyR
2− onto

{−∞< u <+∞,−π < v < 0}. The metric coefficients areg11 = g22 = a2/(coshu− cosv)2. The points(±a,0)
on the(x, y) plane go to infinity on the(u, v) plane, the origin on the latter plane corresponds to the point at infi
on the(x, y) plane, and each coordinate line

{±u> 0, v = σ }, σ = const, −π < σ < 0 (5)

is represented on the(x, y) plane by the following circular arc:

x2 + (y − a cotσ)2 = a2(cot2σ + 1
)
, ±x > 0, y < 0 (6)

that has(±a,0) as one of its endpoints (see Fig. 1, where several such arcs are shown by dashed lines; th
family of the coordinate lines inR2−, semicircles which have their centres on thex-axis and are orthogonal t
curves (6), will not be used in the present context). Moreover,{−∞< u < +∞, v = −π} and{±u > 0, v = 0}
are the images of{|x| < a, y = 0} and {±x > a, y = 0}, respectively. Therefore,F is mapped onto the whol
u-axis (this is the first reason for using the bipolar coordinates) and the image ofW is a curvilinear strip denote
by W . Apart from theu-axis, the boundary∂W includes the image ofS. It follows from properties of (4) that thi
curve denoted byS lies between theu-axis and the horizontal linev = −π and asymptotes the horizontal lin
v = −α± asu→ ±∞ (this is the second reason for introducing(u, v)). Hereα± ∈ (0,π) is the angle betweenS
andF at (±a,0).

Let ϕ(u, v) = φ(x(u, v), y(u, v)), wherex(u, v) andy(u, v) are given by (4). Then we get from (1) with th
homogeneous Neumann condition:

∇2ϕ = 0 inW, (coshu− 1)ϕv = νaϕ for v = 0, ∇ϕ · n = 0 onS (7)

Heren is the unit normal toS exterior with respect toW . Moreover, conditions (3) imply that

∫
W

|∇ϕ|2 dudv <∞,

+∞∫
−∞

ϕ2(u,0)

coshu− 1
du<∞ (8)

which completes the second statement of the homogeneous WWP.

3. Integral identities

According to (8), the first Green’s identity can be applied inW , and in view of (7) we get:

∫
W

|∇ϕ|2 dudv= νa

+∞∫
−∞

ϕ2(u,0)

coshu− 1
du (9)

Another integral identity will be derived from the following identity proposed by Vainberg and Maz’ya [8]
also [3], Section 2.2.2):

(2uϕu + ϕ)∇2ϕ = ∇ · (2uϕu + ϕ)∇ϕ − 2ϕ2
u − (

u|∇ϕ|2)
u

(10)
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which is straightforward to verify. Let us integrate this identity overW ′ = W ∩ {|u|< b}, whereb is sufficiently
large. Using (7) and the divergence theorem, we get

2
∫
W ′

ϕ2
u dudv+

∫
S ′

u · n|∇ϕ|2 dS

=
+b∫

−b

[
2uϕu(u,0)+ ϕ(u,0)

]
ϕv(u,0)du+

∑
±

±
∫
C±

(2uϕu + ϕ)ϕu dv (11)

whereS ′ = S ∩ {|u|< b}, u = (u,0),
∑

± denotes the summation of two terms corresponding to the uppe
lower signs, respectively, andC± = W ′ ∩ {u= ±b}. Using the free-surface boundary condition, we transform
first term in the right-hand side as follows:

νa

+b∫
−b

[
2uϕu(u,0)+ ϕ(u,0)

] ϕ(u,0)

coshu− 1
du= νa

+b∫
−b

usinhu

(coshu− 1)2
ϕ2(u,0)du+ νa

[
uϕ2(u,0)

coshu− 1

]u=+b

u=−b

Here the last expression is obtained by integration by parts. From (3) it follows thatφ(x, y) tends to constants a
(x, y)→ (±a,0), and soϕ(u, v) has the same property asu → ±∞. Therefore, the integrated term in the la
equality tends to zero asb → ∞. The integral in the right-hand side of the last equality converges asb → ∞ in
view of (8). Furthermore, (8) implies that there exists a sequence{bk}∞1 such that the last sum in (11) tends to ze
asbk → ∞. This can be demonstrated in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 in [8]. Passing to the
the transformed equation (11) withb = bk andk→ ∞, we arrive at the following integral identity:

2
∫
W

ϕ2
u dudv+

∫
S

u · n|∇ϕ|2 dS = νa

+∞∫
−∞

usinhu

(coshu− 1)2
ϕ2(u,0)du

Subtracting this from (9) multiplied by two, we get

2
∫
W

ϕ2
v dudv−

∫
S

u · n|∇ϕ|2 dS + νa

+∞∫
−∞

usinhu− 2(coshu− 1)

(coshu− 1)2
ϕ2(u,0)du= 0 (12)

This identity will be used in the next section for proving the uniqueness theorem for the WWP.

4. Conditions of uniqueness

It is easy to see thatusinhu− 2(coshu− 1)� 0 for all u ∈ R and the equality holds only foru= 0. If u · n � 0
onS, then the expression in the left-hand side in (12) is strictly positive for a nontrivialϕ. Therefore, (12) leads t
a contradiction unlessϕ is equal to zero identically. Hence, the following assertion is proved.

Proposition 4.1. Let u · n � 0 on S , then the homogeneous boundary value problem (7), (8) has only a trivial
solution for all positive values of ν.

Let us reformulate this uniqueness theorem in terms of the WWP. For this purpose we note that the in
u · n � 0 that must hold onS means that each horizontal half-axis (5) that begins on thev-axis and goes to±∞,
crossesS at most once. Moreover,all transversal intersections of these half-axes with S are points of entry into W .
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Since the circular arcs (6) beginning on the negativey-axis and ending at(±a,0) correspond to the half-axes (5
we get the following equivalent formulation of the uniqueness theorem proven.

Proposition 4.2. Let all transversal intersections of curves (6) with S be points of entry into W , then the
homogeneous WWP has only a trivial solution for all positive values of ν.

5. Discussion

Uniqueness has been established in the two-dimensional WWP for all values of the radian frequency p
that the contourS, bounding the cross-section of a surface-piercing cylinder, satisfies the transversality co
with the circular arcs (6) which belong to one of two families of the coordinate lines of the bipolar coordinat
This condition requires that curves (6) enter into the water domain; several similar conditions of uniquene
obtained earlier in a number of papers by Vainberg, Maz’ya, and Kuznetsov (see also [3], Chapters 2 and
novelty of the present result is that: (1) it imposes no restriction on the angles formed byS with the free surfaceF ;
(2) S is not supposed to be symmetric about a vertical axis. The second feature distinguishes the present re
that of McIver [9]. She also considered the two-dimensional WWP and proved a condition of uniqueness
property (1), but her result has a drawback being valid only for symmetric solutions (they are given by evx
functions) when the obstacle is symmetric about they-axis.

Unfortunately, the way, in which the differential identity (10) was applied in this Note, cannot be general
the problem of a surface-piercing cylinder in oblique waves like it was done in [8], where the case of a wat
with a bottom hole was considered. Since the problem of oblique waves involves the modified Helmholtz eq
it is necessary to apply the divergence theorem in the left-hand side as well as in the right one. This lea
extra term on the left in (12), and since that term has the wrong sign, no conclusion about the uniqueness
made for the problem of oblique waves.

It is easy to give examples of contoursS (S) for which Proposition 4.2 (Proposition 4.1) is true. It is obvio
that Proposition 4.2 is valid for every circular cylinder belonging to the family (6). Another simple examp
cylinder whose cross-section is an ellipse with the following properties. It goes through(±a,0) and its major axis
is vertical.

If S is given by

v = −α+ (
β + u2)−1

, where 0< α < π and 0< β−1< α

then Proposition 4.1 obviously holds. In order to describe the corresponding curveS one has to substitute the latt
expression forv into (4), thus obtaining parametric equations ofS with u as the parameter varying onR. Both
angles betweenF and the curveS, obtained in this way, are equal toα.

If S is composed of parts for either of which all transversal intersections with curves (6) are points of e
curves (6) into the water domain, then Proposition 4.2 is true for this curveS. For example, a part of an ellips
with the vertical major axis can be attached from below to a circular segment given by (6) (see Fig. 1, w
curves (6) shown by dashed lines enterW except for that one whose continuations are the circular parts ofS given
by (6)).

Furthermore, the water domainW may have finite depth because Proposition 4.2 remains true if an in
curveH that boundsW from below has the following two properties: (I)H asymptotes a horizontal line at infinit
(II) all transversal intersections ofH with curves (6) are points of entry of curves (6) intoW . In particular, (II) holds
whenH is a horizontal straight line. The obstacle immersed in water may also include totally submerged cy
in addition to the surface-piercing one. Of course, the boundary of either totally submerged body must sa
same transversality condition with curves (6).

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that there is another problem for which Propositions 4.1 and 4.2
the uniqueness. Since the statement of the two-dimensional problem of a cylinder moored at an infinite rig
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Fig. 1. An example ofB for which Proposition 4.2 holds; dashed lines are curves (6). Both angles betweenS andF are equal to each other an
are smaller thanπ/4.

distinguishes from the statement of problem (1), (2), we give the corresponding formulation, while the de
the proof can be reconstructed by combining our considerations in Sections 3 and 4 with the argumen
pp. 79–81.

LetL= {−∞< x <+∞, −d < y < 0}, d > 0, be a layer of finite depth. ByS we denote the same curve as
Section 2, but assume that max(x,y)∈S |y|< d . Let

D = {−∞< x − a, y = 0} and F = {a < x <+∞, y = 0}
be the rigid dock and the free surface, respectively. A complex-valued velocity potentialφ must satisfy the
following boundary value problem:

∇2φ = 0 inW = L \ �B, φy = νφ onF, ∂φ/∂n= f onS ∪D, (13)

φx − ik0φ = o(1) uniformly in y ∈ [−d,0] asx → +∞, φ = O(1) asx → −∞ (14)

Again, (13) and (14) must be complemented by the condition that the Dirichlet integral ofφ is locally finite;f is
a given function onS ∪ D, depending on the type of problem, whereask0 in (14) is the only positive root o
k0 tanhk0d = ν.
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